SUMMER
READING
RABID
R
Are You Crazy About Your Dog Or Just Crazy?
A
Pamela Redmond Satran
P
Here’s a funny, fun and fully illustrated look at over-the-top dogs and their owners.
H
Rabid delves into a dog-obsessed world full of strange products, weird and wonderful
R
sservices and the lengths people will go to make their dogs (or themselves) happy.
P
Published by Bloomsbury Publishing RRP $22.99

EMERGENCY FIRST
AID FOR DOGS
At home and away.
A little book that goes a long way.
This is an essential guide for accidents and ailments that happen. It’s
intended to give readers some quick advice before venturing to the vet.
Published by Hubble & Hattie.

TEXTS FROM DOG
October Jones
If only our dogs could text! English animator,
Joe Butcher (October Jones) discovered he could
send text messages to himself on his mobile
phone. Naturally, Butcher decided that the best
use for this feature would be to send passive
aggressive messages to his fictional alter ego
October Jones, under the guise of Cooper, his
British Bulldog. After taking screenshots of his
canine conversations, Butcher posted them to
his 10,000 Twitter followers. The rest is Internet
history. Here’s over 100 texts not seen on the
website. This is a great gift idea for the texting
dog lover.
Published by Headline through Hachette
Australia RRP $19.99
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DOG-FRIENDLY GARDENING
Creating a safe haven for you and your dog.
Karen Bush
Does your garden look more like a prison exercise yard than somewhere to relax?
Or is it a beautiful haven that you’d like to stay that way when your new dog arrives?
From dealing with practicalities of escape-proof fencing, to discouraging unwanted
toilet activities, this book will help you solve problems that other gardening and
dog-care books don’t touch on. This book also covers plant safety—what’s not safe for
your dog to chew on, plus innovative ideas for a garden the whole family can enjoy.
Published by Hubble & Hattie

PET-FRIENDLY
ACCOMMODATION
ON AUSTRALIA’S
EAST COAST

TELL YOUR
DOG YOU’RE
PREGNANT

Carla Francis

The essential guide
for dog owners
who are expecting
a baby.

The full-colour guide to over
500 places to stay from Melbourne to Cairns.

Dr Lewis Kirkham

Travelling with a pet? Whether it be a dog, cat, bird–or even a horse–you now have a guide
to where to stay en-route. If you’re travelling anywhere between
Cairns and Melbourne then this is the book for you. Independently researched and collated, the best accommodation–from 5star hotels to campgrounds—is presented in this new book. Every
entry includes a brief, unbiased opinion plus the main details of
price range, which pets are welcomed and contact information.
Published by Woodslane Press RRP $34.95

www.urbananimal.net

Here’s the guide for pet parents who
are expecting a human baby. This book
is intended to be a practical guide for
creating a bond between your dog and
your new baby. It also includes a CD to
accustom your dog to baby sounds.
Published by Little Creature Publishing
www.babyandpet.com.au $39.95
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